Make a Colored
Pencil Ice Cream Cone
VIDEO:

Watch the video to
follow along.
hand2mind-link.com/ArtW7D2

• White paper
(watercolor or
thick copy paper
works best)
• Colored pencils
(Crayola® or
Prismacolor
work best)

OBJECTIVES: Kids will create a colored pencil ice cream
cone using colored pencils. Kids will know how to create
highlights and shadows. Kids will know how to blend
colors using colored pencils.

• Beads/glitter,
glue, brown
paint (optional)

DIRECTIONS:
Draw a “V” shape at the
bottom of the paper,
making sure it does not
take up more than half
of the paper.
Draw 2 circle shapes and
2 cloud shapes on top of
the “V”. These will be the
ice cream scoops on top
of your cone!
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MATERIALS:
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Decide what flavor ice cream you want to make
and choose the colored pencils that best match
that flavor. For example: for mint chocolate
chip, I would need green and brown. If I was
making a strawberry flavor, I would use red or
pink (or both)!

For the cone, you will need colored pencils in
different shades of brown. Instead of a crescent
moon, we will start with a triangle shape for the
shadow. Gradually work from the left to the
right, moving your pencil up and down along the
cone. You can even add a little yellow to get a
“golden” color for the cone.
Don’t forget to add fun details! You can draw a
cherry on top, or use brown paint to add fudge!
You can even glue beads to the ice cream
scoops for sprinkles!
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For each ice cream scoop, we are going to use
shading to make it look 3D! Start by creating a
crescent moon shape in the bottom left corner
for the dark shade. As you color up to the top
right, use a circular motion and gradually use
less pressure on your pencil to make the strokes
appear lighter. You may have to go over some
spots a few times to get the color you need.
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Chelsey Odgers, known in the teaching community as
Hipster Art Teacher, is a K–12 certified art teacher in New
Jersey. Chelsey graduated from Stockton University in
2012, where she earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Visual
Communications and a Bachelor of Arts in Education.
Chelsey is the owner of the Etsy shop Hipster Art Teacher,
selling custom, hand-lettered clipboards to teachers all over
the world! She also sells clip art, fonts, and classroom decor
in her Teachers Pay Teachers store and creates tee shirt
designs for The Wright Stuff Chics. Chelsey is also a teacher
presenter at the Teach Your Heart Out Conference. Her
passion is sharing her love of art with students of all ages!
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